PORTFOLIO
OF SERVICES

Right-sized, comprehensive
services you need today, to
ensure a safer tomorrow.

GRA QUANTUM CYBER
SECURITY SERVICES

Tailored, technology-agnostic cybersecurity services that help
you plan, build and implement programs you can trust to enable
business and protect your reputation.
In a world of ever-evolving threats, it gets tougher by the day for
organizations to sidestep every possible attack. To react to today’s
problems and proactively anticipate tomorrow’s, it takes a whole new set of
rules. It’s why our services are designed to meet your challenges from
every possible angle.

“If you’re not a security company, don’t try to be one.”
- Rick Orloff, CSO, Sr. VP of Operations, Kaseya

Our Approach
We exist because it takes a whole new set of rules to respond to today’s
problems and anticipate tomorrow’s solutions. It requires a team
experienced in the highest echelons of the private sector and government
intelligence – a team comprised of people who care deeply about
protecting society. And it demands a holistic understanding of the
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technical, physical, and human elements behind security threats.
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With GRA Quantum, you gain the foresight and expertise
of an extraordinary cybersecurity services firm you can
trust with today’s security and tomorrow’s reputation.

info@graquantum.com

SCALABLE SECURITY SUITE
Full Service Security - Built to Scale

The Scalable Security Suite was created to give organizations a running start when it
comes to security, providing them the same standard of security controls as large
enterprises. As the organization scales personnel and business requirements over time,
the Scalable Security Suite is designed to grow alongside those needs.
Our solution provides the necessary components to build and maintain a strong, enterprise-level
security posture without the enterprise-level price tag, including:

Managed Security Services:
(MSS) is a customizable solution that removes the burden of dealing with cybersecurity
from your organization. The core functions of the MSS include monitoring for threats and
abnormal activity; alerting the appropriate parties of a potential incident; incident
handling, which can take the form of isolating segments of a network or malware
excision; and threat hunting led by experts to detect threats that technology cannot.

Professional Services:
From hardware provisioning and device management to asset tracking and endpoint
protection, we’ll assess and build the right security environment for your unique needs,
carefully preserving and augmenting previous efforts and subscriptions as appropriate.

Comprehensive Security Needs Assessment:
Our initial discover will help you to determine the most prevalent gaps in your current
security posture. We go beyond the ordinary cyber assessment to understand and
mitigate acute physical and human-centric vulnerabilities that could have an effect to
your operations.

Confidentiality
This is an essential ingredient for a successful security program. We provide privacy,
confidentiality, and discretion for the organization and end-user.

Managed Security Services
Our Managed Security Services (MSS), a core feature of our Scalable Security Suite, will
strengthen your cybersecurity stance while removing the burden of day-to-day functions
of running a Security Operations Center (SOC) from your organization. Our technologyagnostic approach allows us to adopt the best-in-class technology for our SOC, including
Security Information and Event Management (SIEM) and Managed Detection and
Response (MDR) platforms.
By combining advanced technology with unparalleled human expertise, our MSS provides the core
functions necessary to respond to the evolving threat landscape, including:

Monitoring:
Continual monitoring for threats and any abnormal activity across networks and
endpoints is an essential part of our MSS that reduces the time it takes to
detect and respond to threats, ensuring your company’s sensitive data is
protected at all hours.

Alerting:
Our MSS will provide the appropriate parties with comprehensive incident alerts,
equipping your organization with the information it needs to react and respond to
potential breaches.

Incident Handling:
Our experienced team will establish a plan for containing and eradicating threats,
which may include isolating segments of a network or malware removal and
mitigation, allowing your company seamless recovery to get back to business faster.

Threat Hunting:
It’s not enough to rely solely on technology to protect your data. Our advanced
threat hunting experts take a creative, proactive approach to finding and thwarting
threats, providing maximum protection against advanced attack vectors.

info@graquantum.com

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES
Tailored, technology-agnostic cybersecurity services that help you plan,
build and implement programs you can trust to enable business and
protect your reputation.

Plan & Assess
Security Risk Assessment
Our tailored risk assessments include cyber risk assessments as well as
network security reviews. Our experts go beyond the traditional
assessment to help you prioritize and remediate critical issues now,
before they become devastating issues in the future.

Penetration Tests and Vulnerability Management
Our extensive threat and vulnerability management services are designed
to help you create and implement an effective and proactive security plan.
We’ll work with you through every stage of the assessment process to
identify, classify, remediate and mitigate your vulnerabilities.

Prepare & Protect
Insider Threat Programs
Prevent IP theft, fraud and sabotage with an effective Insider Threat
Program. We offer more than technology, because you can’t solve a human
problem without understanding the human component.

Cyber Security Training
Threats continue to evolve and your team is faced with choices every day
that can directly affect the security of your business. We’ve shared our
expertise with Fortune 100 corporations, from the executive suite to
technical development departments, to help proactively prevent and
detect threats.
Secure Communications
In today’s world, your data is at risk of theft no matter how it’s stored.
On a hard drive, in a boardroom, and even while in transit between
devices. Our secure communications services aim to help you overcome
this increasingly pervasive problem, from cyber security to physical
security needs.

Secure Travel Program
We offer tailored training for executives planning for travel abroad.
Clients from the Fortune 500, mainstream media, and high wealth
individuals have paired executive travel security training with our secure
communications services while traveling abroad to help ensure the
security of their data and communications during and after their travel.

Readiness & Response
Table Top Exercises
Ensure that your security response plan is going to be effective when an
incident occurs. Our team creates scenarios likely to affect your
organization, built to test and assess your readiness, training your team
to become faster and more efficient in responding to looming threats.
These multi-scenario engagements are designed to imitate real world
incidents and are complimented with meeting books and a thorough
post analysis.

Incident Response, Digital Forensics and Insider Threat Investigations
Do you have a known or suspected incident? Our experts are on-hand
to investigate, assess, remediate, and mitigate damage. Quickly
and discreetly.

info@graquantum.com

